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Shubham has only recently graduated with a mechanical 
engineering degree, but he already has a whole list of 
professional and personal goals he wants to achieve. 

Whether it’s advancing the frontiers in robotics or hiking the 
Himalayas, this outgoing graduate is keen to push his limits.

Shubham’s interest in robotics is reflected in his 
Project of the Year submission. He and his teammate 

Gajanan won the 3DEXPERIENCE® vote with their 
project, “Digital Twin of Flexo the Robotic Hand 

(FTRH).” They were able to track their project from 
ideation to creation thanks to the Product Innovation 

Lab at their university. 

The original idea stemmed from their shared interest in 
creating a really useful device. In the future, this robotic 
hand could be used to help doctors perform surgery 
remotely, repair satellites in outer space or even serve as a 
prosthetic limb, with a few minor tweaks. The pair 
dreamed big, and Shubham said it was very rewarding to 
physically build the robot. 

Enough about us, back to how cool Shubham is. He really 
enjoyed making the robotic hand, but he hopes one day to 
create something truly useful for humankind. And 
Shubham is more than just this altruistic dream. During his 
college years, he wanted to improve his communication 
skills, so he started a blog about one of his passions, 
weightlifting! 

He’s just applied for his passport and plans to take his 
first big trip next year: skydiving in Dubai! After that, his 
next two destinations are trekking the Himalayas and 
visiting the Phi Phi Islands. He might even do a travel vlog. 
Clearly, he’s been bitten by more than just the travel bug, 
he has the adventure bug! Whatever comes next for 
Shubham, you can be sure we’ll want to stay tuned! 

This was one of his first projects on the  
3DEXPERIENCE platform. As a SOLIDWORKS® and 

CATIA® user, he found the transition to the 
3DEXPERIENCE smooth and painless, and he even 

learned a bit about simulation using the platform. Go 
Shubham! For the hand project, they used the SwYm 
communities to talk with Dassault Systèmes experts 
and other Product Innovation Labs around India. No 

need to send emails, they collaborated directly on the 
3DEXPERIENCE platform. Pretty neat, huh?!

With that checked off the list, he wants to take on 
another of his passions, travelling. Through a 

university club, Shubham was able to travel around 
India quite a bit , and it taught him a lot. He learned 

to go with the flow and how to be self-sufficient— 
important qualities for his next travels! 



Another classic toy he loves is Lego. So, he designed 
a novel new Lego piece on the 3DEXPERIENCE 
platform! It’s one of the projects he’s most proud of. 

Aswini has lots of time to appreciate life’s complexities 
during his 60-kilometer daily commute by bicycle. He 
loves travelling and does everything on his bike! Besides 
riding to see friends in his free time, Aswini likes to watch 
movies and play sports, especially cricket. He dreams of 
seeing snow, which seems unlikely in his balmy hometown 
of Bhubaneswar, where winters only reach an average low 
of 15°C! Maybe his future career will take him to a 
mountaintop to build a snow-covered bridge! 

Aswini wants to use the 3DEXPERIENCE platform to 
build bridges that will be more durable later in life. He 
says 3D modeling allows you to add or remove pieces more 
easily, plus you don’t need to break physical parts. It’s all 
positives here! He’s drawn to the complex nature of 
bridges and acknowledges how much creative inspiration 
it takes to make one. Although he hasn’t designed another 
bridge yet, we can see him building his own one day. 

As we said, Aswini is more than just a bridge 
admirer; he’s also an avid toy collector. He loves 

Captain America, model cars and don’t get him 
started on Toy Story. It’s his favorite movie. 

He also contributed to the winning entry in the 
Project of the Year 2019 Jury Vote category, “Small 

Electric Commercial Passenger Vehicle.” Several 
student teams worked on this multidisciplinary 

project. Aswini was involved on the upper panels of 
the car, such as the doors, roof and hood. He says 

design interests him because it gives him the chance 
to understand how other people think. Very 

philosophical thoughts from a budding engineer! 

Ever since he was a little boy, Aswini has been in awe of 
bridges. Their resistance and strength are what make 

them such remarkable feats of engineering. While others 
moan about the commute, he admires it! But this civil 

engineering student is much more than just a bridge lover. 

Despite being introduced to the 3DEXPERIENCE® 
platform only recently, Aswini uses it like a pro. His 

Project of the Year 2019 submission, “The Reverse 
Engineering of a Pedestrian Bridge”, draws on his 

lifelong interest in bridges and explores how to 
optimize an existing footbridge from his hometown. 

ASWINI
the bridge enthusiast
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